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Computer Aided Learning and
Digital Literacy as a Life Skill
Summer camp
As the summer holidays begin, summer camps are organized every year. on a regular basis. This year, the focus
was on slow learners from Municipal Corporation schools.
3rd to 8th standard students were given 4 hours of practice in reading. They were taught to read the alphabet,
words, sentences, paragraphs and so on. Those students who found it dif icult to read words, were shown
pictures. There were a few students who were not very interested, these students were taught concepts through
games. 280 students from 19 schools in Mumbai, Navi Mumbai and Panvel were part of the summer camp this
year!

Extra classes for 10th graders
The tenth academic year is a very crucial year in a student’s life. Extra classes for
Class X students were conducted in all schools across Maharashtra, where PIF has
its CAL and DLLS Program.
These extra classes focused on HTML programming language, web page designing
and new additions to the school website. Students learned a lot of new concepts
through theory and practical demonstrations.
1,961 students from 31 schools across Mumbai, Thane, Navi Mumbai and Nashik
bene itted from these extra classes.

Youth training
Youth training was carried out in communities around schools where PIF and DP World
run the Kal Ki Kaksha Program, across Uran, Cochin, Chennai and Mundra.
The purpose of this 25 hour course training was to make the youth digitally literate.
Topics like, overview of computers, basic word processing, presentations, security,
internet and lots more were covered. The training was both in theory and practical.
1408 youth successfully completed the Digital Sakshar course through April and May,
2019 and are now digitally literate.
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Community camp
Community camps are held annually for students over the summer
holidays. 3897 children from across Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Talasari,
Chirala and Anarparthi attended the camp.
The aim of the camp was to provide basic computer knowledge to
children who have never seen and handled a computer before. Children
worked on projects and played computer games too. The parents were
also very pleased with the outcome of the camp.

School teacher training
The CAL and DLLS Program is being run in various schools across
Maharashtra, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. A training program was organised for
teachers in these schools across Mumbai, Thane, Navi Mumbai, Panvel,
Uran, Cochin, Chennai and Mundra on April 15, 2019.
The purpose of this computer training was to train the school teachers so
that they can take the program ahead in future. The teachers were taught
about the basics of a computer, educational games that the students use,
software, activity projects and video based learning.
School teachers were informed about the internet, educational and
government websites, downloading and uploading of documents, e-mails
and much more.
719 teachers from 234 schools across the 8 cities participated and
bene itted from this training.
Training of trainers
Training of Trainers was held from 6th to 10th May 2019. Program
Associates, Program Coordinators and Team Leaders of the CAL and
DLLS program from Maharashtra, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Kerala were part of this
training held in Kharghar.
The computer syllabus to be taught to the students was covered along
with the right methodology. This was done through various fun
activities, demonstrations and role play.
The importance of team work was emphasised through various team
building activities. During this ive-day training session, questions
and concerns were attended to and resolved.
3 Program Associates, 15 program co-ordinators and 18 team
leaders from 14 cities were present.
Sancharak training-1st demester- 1st phase
First phase training for sancharaks (computer instructors) of the
Computer Aided Learning and Digital Literacy as Life Skills program
was organized in seven states at the end of the quarter. Training on
irst semester, irst phase syllabus of the primary, upper primary and
secondary school was conducted in diﬀerent cities of Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan,Tamil Nadu and Kerala.
New educational software has been included in the curriculum. The
sancharaks were briefed about it along with the other projects and
video based learning techniques.
472 sancharaks from 14 cities across 7 states were part of this
training.
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Social Return On Investment (SROI)
Social return on investment (SROI) is a method for measuring
values that are not re lected in inancial statements, including
social, economic and environmental factors. It helps in
identifying how eﬀectively a company uses its capital and other
resources to create value for the community. SAP did a study to
measure the Social Return on Investment from the CAL and
DLLS Program in Chirala, Andhra Pradesh and Talasari,
Maharashtra by examining certains factors related to the
bene iciaries of the program.

Checking learning levels through MindSpark!
With a focus on quality education India Development Impact Bond (DIB),
“Project Mindspark” with Pratham InfoTech Foundation and Educational
Initiatives presents a case for eﬀective EdTech intervention through the
Personalized Adaptive Learning software ‘Mindspark’ in improving the
learning outcomes of Grades 1 to 8 students in government schools in the
district of Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh, India. The project envisages to provide
quality education for each and every child by bridging learning gaps. It also
aims at increasing the learning levels of students. These learning levels will
be tested online through 'Mind Spark' educational software.
Mindspark is a computer-based, adaptive-learning program that helps a
child to improve his/her skills in Maths and English. It allows each student to
follow a learning path that is based on their current level and at a pace they
are comfortable with.
Computer centers will be set up in the 55 schools and 250 students from each
school will be tested online. Marks will be allotted, on the basis of which the
class teacher will take steps to increase the student’s learning level.
This program will be operational for 3 years and will bene it 13,750
students.

Pratham
InfoTech Foundation
e-education for all

Team leader's 'SNAP' training in Karnataka
The Code Unnati program in partnership with Pratham InfoTech
Foundation and SAP Ariba is going on in schools in four cities of
Bangalore, Mangalore, Udupi and Mysore in Karnataka. 50,000
students from class 5th to 10th in 300 schools are learning coding.
Trainers from SAP Ariba conducted a training session on SNAP, their
new coding software for the team leaders of the program.
A total of 7 Team Leaders, Program Coordinators and Program
Associates from the 4 cities were present for the training. They had
a productive session with the new graphical programming
language- SNAP!

Vocational Service Award 2019
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PIF has been working along with Rotary Club of Navi Mumbai towards bridging the digital divide by
spreading e education to over 25,000 students in schools across Thane and Navi Mumbai since the last 4
years. Recognizing the strong team work and good intention, Pratham Infotech Foundation was honored
with the 'Vocational Service Award 2019' by Rotary Club of Navi Mumbai at the Global Grant awards
ceremony held on 18 May, 2019 in Vashi.

Saksham
Sports and Finance workshop

Story-telling contest for teachers

A workshop on Sports and Finance was organized on
April 12, 2019 for school teachers as part of the
Saksham Program. During the Finance session, the
participants were taken through a series of topics like
inancial planning, investment options, LICs, shares,
mutual funds, provident fund and more. Cricketer Shri.
Avishkar Salvi spoke on the importance of sports and
the positive eﬀects it has on our lives. Mental health,
physical development, self-con idence, positivity,
stress are all aﬀected by the presence or absence of any
kind of sport. 27 teachers and heads from 28 schools
were present for the workshop.

Teachers shared stories of success and failure. Some
were pleasant and humorous while others were about
sensitive issues and tragic experiences. The teachers
were very happy by the end of the day. They said that it
was more of a ‘getting to know your peers’ rather than a
contest. They felt more free and comfortable with each
other after the stories were shared.
23 teachers from 21 schools participated in the
contest.
Mohan Wagh, Charushila Gore and Kavita Mhatre were
the winners from the Primary section. Jahanara Sheikh,
Sa ia Sheikh and Farhana Sayyed were the winners
from the Upper Primary section.

School teacher and principal felicitation ceremony
Throughout the year 2018-19, there had been a series of
workshops conducted for the teachers and school heads as
part of the Saksham Program. The teachers participated
with enthusiasm, took their learning back to the
classrooms and in turn helped their students learn better.
Students have also shared their joyfull learning
experiences.
On the 26th of April, 2019, these 95 teachers and 40
Principals from 46 schools were felicitated by Pratham
InfoTech Foundation and BPCL.
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Mobilization for 2019-20

Team leaders conducted mobilization in
170 schools across Mumbai this
summer, with an aim to begin the
Saksham Program with 37 Primary and
40 Upper Primary Schools, the coming
year 2019-20.

India Digital Inclusion
Digital Academies lagged oﬀ with 100 aspiring Web and Mobile developers
Launch of Digital Academy took place in New Mumbai on 13th June 2019 at Stree Mukti Sangathan hall,
Koperkhairane. Two Digital Academies are currently operational in Koparkhairane and Pune These centers will
help youth to become Web and Mobile Developers. The Academy located in New Mumbai is co-ed and non
residential center, while; the Academy located in Baner is a women's residential center. Training of 50 candidates
in each center has started.
Digital Academy was launched by Pratham InfoTech Foundation (an implementation partner) in partnership
with Capgemini (IT Company) and Simplon (Curriculum Designer for Digital Academy).
Mr. Prem Yadav Director of Pratham InfoTech Foundation and Mr. Yardi of Capgemini shared a few inspirig words
on how the Academy would help the students not just with the course but also in terms of employment in future.

Selection procedure of Digital Academy candidates
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A very aggressive selection procedure of candidates was conducted by Pratham InfoTech Foundation,
Capgemini and Simplon. This procedure helped in understanding the seriousness of the candidates towards
building their careers as web developers. The selection procedure was divided into 4 rounds, namely,
Administrative Round, Technical Round, Motivational Round and Group Activity.

Digital Sakshar certi icate distribution ceremony
In the last quarter, Pratham InfoTech Foundation and LTI had organized four certi icate distribution
ceremonies for batch 11 and batch 12. These events took place on 9th & 11th April 2019 and 18th & 19th June
2019 at Thane and Dadar respectively. During the event, a certi icate of completion was given to more than
3400 candidates from batch 11 and more than 3800 candidates from batch 12 from 70 centers across
Mumbai. Guest of Honour Ms. Shipra Sharma (CSR Head, LTI), Ms. Aarti Ware (Manager LTI), Ms. Shruti
Limaye (Program Manager Pratham InfoTech Foundation); along with Mangagement and operational team
were present during the event.

Placement drive

Pratham InfoTech Foundation and LTI provides
employment opportunity to all candidates above
18 years who participate in the Digital Sakshar
Course. In May 2019, 6 job fairs were conducted at
various locations in Mumbai. 1,204 candidate and
48 HR participated. 3,064 rounds of interviews
took place and 768 candidates were selected.
Back of ice, Calling, Banking, Real Estate,
Insurance, Sales and Marketing are the few
sectors where our candidates are placed
successfully.

Knowing diﬀerent personalities will help to achieve excellence
th
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Personal Excellence training for all the fellows (Trainers) of Digital Sakshar Course was organized on 11
th
and 12 June 2019 at Brahman Seva Mandal Hall Dadar. The training was conducted by Professional soft skill
and life skill trainers- -Nihar Bhosle and Gauri Bhosle. The training covered topics like types of personality,
skills that can better your personal and professional life, how to deal with negativity and much more. The
session was activity based.
On the second day of training, a session on MS Of ice was conducted by Mr. Nilesh Thakur and Ms. Rakhi Mali.

Mahul certi icate distribution
Certi icate distribution for 203 candidates took place on 12th April 2019
at Mahul Community hall in partnership with Pratham InfoTech
Foundation and BPCL. Certi icate of Completion was given to all the
candidates by Ms. Beena Khanolakar (CSR Head BPCL), Mr. Nilesh Thakur
(Coordinator Digital Sakshar Course) and Ms. Rakhi Mali (Coordinator of
BPCL program). These candidates are students of the Digital Sakshar
Course, CAL and DLLS Program and diﬀerent vocational courses that
were conducted in Mahul village over a period of time. Over the past 5
years, Pratham InfoTech Foundation and BPCL trained 1653 candidates
in Mahul village.
Quantum supported Digital Sakshar course
Certi icate of completion was given to 240 candidates of
Digital Sakshar course supported by Pratham InfoTech
Foundation and Quantum on 28th May 2019 at Tilak Nagar.
Since November 2018 600 candidates were trained across 3
batches at our centers in Trombay and Kopar Village in
Dombivali.
This project is also an employability program in which 50%
candidates are job seekers. Out of the 62 job seekers, 19
candidates are placed and 49 are selected for diﬀerent
pro iles.
Expansion of three Digital Sakshar centers in Pune
Earlier; Pratham InfoTech Foundation and LTI had successfully launched 70 Centers across Mumbai, Navi
Mumbai, Thane, up to Ambarnath and Badlapur. Over three years of partnership with LTI in Mumbai we
have trained more than 41,000 candidates and more than 11,000 candidates are successfully placed.
Pratham InfoTech Foundation and LTI have expanded 5
new centers in Pune. These centers are located in Kasaba
Peth, Wakdewadi, Patil Estate, Wakad and Marunji. Like in
Mumbai, this course is also focused on employability,
where students are trained in IT skills, soft skills and
employability skills. Placement platform will be provided
to all job seekers. Mobilization for all the centers is done.
266 candidates are enrolled for the Digital Sakshar
Course. The training session at all centers began on 10th
June 2019. 5 fellows, 1 community connector and 1
coordinator are selected for eﬀective execution of the
Digital Sakshar Course in Pune.
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Volunteering by LTI
LTI volunteer, Mr. Ravi Punjabi visited Nutan
Marathi center in Ulhasnagar and spent time with
our candidates. During his visit, Mr. Punjabi shared
with the students, information related to the Basics
of Computers, Input and Output Devices, Internet
and Connections. This visit is a part of monitoring
by LTI under their CSR activity.
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